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Abstract

Objective: To evaluate the dose-response effect of aerobic exercise on sleep duration, sleep efficiency and sleep quality in previously sedentary, moderately overweight men.

Methods: In a randomized, controlled trial, 53 sedentary Caucasian men aged between 20 and 40 years (VO2-max=45 mL O2 kg⁻¹ min⁻¹, BMI: 25-30 kg/m², body fat >25%) completed a 13-week aerobic exercise intervention consisting of either a physical activity energy deficit of 600 kcal day⁻¹ (HIGH: n=18), 300 kcal day⁻¹ (MOD: n=18), or being sedentary (CON: n=17). The endpoints were sleep duration (objectively measured by actigraphy over 3 days), sleep efficiency (3-day actigraphy), and subjectively rated sleep quality (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index).

Results: Because of missing sleep data, a total of 32 subjects were included in the present analysis (CON: n=12, MOD: n=12, HIGH: n=8). A significant increase in sleep duration was observed in HIGH (HIGH: n=18, 300 kcal day⁻¹ (MOD: n=18), or being sedentary (CON: n=17). The endpoints were sleep duration (objectively measured by actigraphy over 3 days), sleep efficiency (3-day actigraphy), and subjectively rated sleep quality (Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index).

Conclusion: Our study suggests that a high daily dose of aerobic exercise for 13 weeks increases sleep duration, tends to decrease sleep efficiency, and tends to improve subjective sleep quality in sedentary, moderately overweight men. Because our sample included relatively young and sleep-efficient individuals, future studies should examine the dose-response effects of aerobic exercise on sleep parameters in older adults with sleeping problems.
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Introduction

It is estimated that 50 to 70 million Americans chronically suffer from a disorder of sleep and wakefulness, hindering daily functioning and adversely affecting health and longevity [1]. The cumulative long-term effects of sleep deprivation and sleep disorders have been associated with a wide range of deleterious health consequences including an increased risk of depression, anxiety, obesity, diabetes, hypertension, heart attack, and stroke [1,2]. Sleep loss is an under-recognized public health problem that has cumulative effect on physical and mental health [3].

The high prevalence of sleep-related complaints and the limited efficacy of pharmacological treatments make nonpharmacological alternatives essential. Nonpharmacological approaches have slower but more durable effects than pharmacological treatments, without the undesirable side effects [4]. Physical activity is one such alternative that is accessible, inexpensive and affects numerous health systems simultaneously. It is generally believed that regular exercise can enhance sleep; however, there is a paucity of randomized controlled trials that have examined the effects of exercise on sleep. Although limited, the current literature indicates that moderate amounts of exercise, which have examined the effects of exercise on sleep. Although limited, the current literature indicates that moderate amounts of exercise, which

The objective of this study was to examine the effect of different doses of aerobic exercise on various sleep parameters in young, previously sedentary, overweight but otherwise healthy men during a 13-week exercise intervention. We hypothesized that daily aerobic exercise would increase sleep duration and improve sleep efficiency and quality dependent of the exercise dose.

Subjects and Methods

Subjects

Volunteers were recruited through advertising in newspapers and on the internet. Inclusion criteria were: male sex, Caucasian race, age 20-40 years, body mass index (BMI) 25-30 kg/m², percent body fat >25%, maximal oxygen uptake (VO2-max)<45 mL min⁻¹ kg⁻¹, sedentary and healthy according to interview, fasting blood glucose <6.1 mmol L⁻¹, blood pressure<140/90 mm Hg, and no first-degree relatives with type 2 diabetes. A total of 61 subjects complied with the inclusion criteria and were randomized to one of the three intervention groups: sedentary control (CON) (n=18), moderate-dose exercise (MOD) (n=21) or high-
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dose exercise (HIGH) (n=22). All subjects were tested pre-intervention, then randomized, and finally re-tested at the end of the intervention. A more extensive description of the study is provided elsewhere [7]. Subjects gave their informed written consent to participate in the study. The data presented here are part of a larger study on metabolic and cultural health in moderately overweight men (Project Four-IN-ONE [FINE]; http://fine.ku.dk) and was approved by the ethics committee of the Capital Region of Denmark (H-4-2009-089) and adhered to the Helsinki Declaration. The study was also registered at http://www.clinicaltrials.gov with the identifying code NCT01430143.

Exercise protocol

Subjects were randomly assigned to CON, MOD or HIGH. Subjects in CON were instructed to maintain their sedentary lifestyle. Subjects in MOD and HIGH were instructed to perform daily aerobic exercise (running, cycling, rowing etc.) equivalent to an energy expenditure of 300 or 600 kcal day⁻¹, respectively, corresponding to approximately 30 min exercise per day [9]. All subjects were instructed not to impose any dietary restriction throughout the intervention, but to continue eating a self-selected ad libitum diet, unless otherwise stated [7]. Subjects in MOD and HIGH had free access to fitness centers. Missed sessions (unless due to injury or illness) were to be compensated for during the following sessions. Three times per week exercise intensity had to be >70% of VO₂max based on the maximum heart rate (HR) reserve method [8]. Exercise intensity at the remaining sessions was self-selected. Exercise was individually prescribed based on body mass, resting and maximal HR, and VO₂max. The individual exercise target HR and training time were recalculated depending on changes in VO₂max and body weight after 2, 6 and 10 weeks. Subjects in MOD and HIGH were contacted by phone by the researchers every second day during the first two weeks to ensure exercise compliance and for supervision and motivation, and were asked to visit the department once a week during the entire intervention to verify and control exercise sessions. Subjects wore HR monitors (RS400, Polar Electro OY, Kempele, Finland) during all exercise sessions that stored exercise HR, number and duration of exercise sessions, and calculated training energy expenditure [9]. Subjects in CON were sparsely contacted to minimize any enrollment effect, and were offered consultations regarding “healthy” lifestyle changes after the intervention. Subjects were excluded if they deviated >20% from the prescribed exercise dose. Additionally, 2 of the following 3 criteria had to be met: (i) at least 80% of the intervention days should include exercise; (ii) 80% of exercise sessions should include registration of HR; (iii) less than 20% of days without training due to illness or injury.

Pre- and post-intervention measurements

Sleep assessment: Subjects were asked to wear an actigraph (ActiGraph GT1M, Pensacola, FL, USA) around the waist for three consecutive days and nights (72 h), and were only allowed to remove the device when bathing or swimming. The ActiGraph GT1M is an accelerometer designed to detect vertical accelerations in the range 0.05-2.0 g with a frequency response of 0.25-2.5 Hz and senses motion using integrated circuitry [10]. Accelerometry data were downloaded as 1-min epochs and subjects were included in the sleep analyses only if two out of three actigraph nights before as well as after the intervention were valid according to our criteria for sleep determination (see below). We used the ActiLife software (ActiLife 5.5.5, Pensacola, FL, USA) to determine sleep duration and sleep efficiency, based on the following criteria:

Sleep onset: The first period of 20 min duration with activity counts below 100. Total duration before wake up should be >3 hours with no period lasting 5 min or longer with activity counts above 100.

Time for wake up: Activity counts above 100 for at least 5 min with no repeated sleep onset the subsequent 90 min.

Sleep duration was defined as the period from sleep onset until wake up, excluding nocturnal awakenings, and was determined as the average of the three (or two) nights of sleep. Nocturnal awakenings comprised arousal periods with an activity count above 100 for 1 minute or longer. Furthermore, sleep efficiency was defined as the percentage of the period from sleep onset until wake up the subject was actually asleep (actual sleep duration divided by registered sleep duration). The Cole-Kripke algorithm was used to calculate sleep duration and sleep efficiency, since it is suitable for this specific age group [11].

Moreover, each participant completed the Pittsburgh Sleep Quality Index (PSQI), a self-rated questionnaire that assesses sleep quality over the preceding 1-month time interval [12]. Briefly, 19 individual items generate seven component scores: subjective sleep quality, sleep latency, sleep duration, habitual sleep efficiency, sleep disturbances, use of sleeping medication, and daytime dysfunction. The sum of the component scores yields one total score with a maximum of 21. A total PSQI-score greater than 5 is highly sensitive and specific in distinguishing good from poor sleepers, and has been validated in a number of populations [13]. A high score indicates poor sleep quality.

Body mass index

Weight was measured on an electronic scale and height was measured using a stadiometer according to standardized procedures. Body mass index was calculated as body weight divided by height squared (kg/m²).

Maximal aerobic capacity

VO₂max was determined by a graded exercise test on a bicycle ergometer (Lode Excalibur, Groeningen, Netherlands). Workload was increased with 25 W increments every minute after warm-up until exhaustion and attainment of VO₂max was accepted. Pulmonary ventilation, uptake of oxygen and excretion of carbon dioxide were registered every 10 s by an online system (Oxycon Pro; Jaeger, Würzburg, Germany), and HR was monitored by telemetry (Polar Wear Link 31 transmitter; Polar Electro, Kempele, Finland). Subjects performed a familiarization VO₂peak-test prior to the VO₂max test. Criteria for reaching VO₂max were a leveling off in O₂ consumption despite increases in workload and a respiratory exchange ratio >1.15 [14].

Statistical analysis

A paired t-test was performed to investigate the effects of the intervention within groups. To identify differences between the three groups a one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed, and the pair-wise comparisons were adjusted using the Holm-Sidak procedure. The non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis ANOVA on ranks was used to test for differences between the groups if the data did not follow normal distribution (comparison of baseline sleep duration and baseline sleep efficiency). An unpaired t-test was used to assess differences in baseline characteristics between the included and the excluded subjects. All results are presented as mean ± SEM and the statistical analyses were conducted using Sigma Plot version 12.0 (Systat Software Inc., San Jose, CA, USA). A two-tailed P value of less than 0.05 was considered to indicate statistical significance.

Results

Of the 61 subjects that were randomized, 53 subjects completed the intervention and conducted actigraph measurements. A total of
Figure 1a: Sleep duration at baseline and after the intervention for subjects in the control group.

Figure 1b: Sleep duration at baseline and after the intervention for subjects in the moderate-dose exercise group.

Figure 1c: Sleep duration at baseline and after the intervention for subjects in the high-dose exercise group.

Table 1: Participant characteristics at baseline and after the intervention.
Sleep duration at baseline and after the intervention is presented in (Figures 1A-D). Sleep duration, sleep efficiency and sleep quality were not significantly different between any of the three groups at baseline (p>0.08). We observed that 6 out of 8 subjects in HIGH increased their sleep duration (Figure 1C), resulting in a 17% increase in sleep duration within HIGH (pre: 476 ± 26 min, post: 556 ± 16 min, p=0.03) (Figure 1D). Sleep duration did not change within CON (pre: 536 ± 14 min, post: 547 ± 21 min, p=0.64) and MOD (pre: 519 ± 22 min, post: 488 ± 16 min, p = 0.25). The change in sleep duration within HIGH was not statistically different from the change within CON (Δ sleep duration HIGH: 80 ± 30 min and Δ sleep duration CON: 11.1 ± 23 min, p=0.16), but greater compared to the change within MOD (Δ sleep duration HIGH: 80 ± 30 min and Δ sleep duration MOD: -31 ± 26 min, p=0.02) (Figure 1D).

Sleep efficiency was nearly 100% in all three groups before the intervention, and tended to decrease during the intervention within HIGH (pre: 97.5 ± 0.2%, post: 95.7 ± 0.7%, p=0.05), but not within CON (pre: 97.3 ± 0.4%, post: 97.0 ± 0.4%, p=0.52) and MOD (pre: 96.9 ± 0.7%, post: 96.1 ± 0.7%, p=0.31).

Sleep quality at baseline and after the intervention is presented in (Figures 2A-D). There was a tendency towards an improved sleep quality measured by the PSQI-questionnaire within MOD (pre: 6.8 ± 1.0, post: 4.6 ± 0.6, p=0.08) and HIGH (pre: 6.0 ± 0.9, post: 4.5 ± 0.4, p=0.08), which was not observed within CON (pre: 3.7 ± 0.8, post: 4.3 ± 0.8, p=0.36) (Figure 2D). According to the classification of sleep quality, the PSQI-scores indicated that 6 out of 9 subjects in MOD (Figure 2B), and 4 out of 8 the subjects in HIGH were poor sleepers before the intervention (Figure 2C). Improvements in sleep quality were observed in 6 out of 9 subjects in MOD, and 5 out of 8 in HIGH, with only 2 subjects in MOD and 1 subject in HIGH having PSQI-scores above 5, indicating sleep problems in these subjects (Figure 2B and 2C).

**Discussion**

Collectively, we observed that a high daily dose of aerobic exercise for 13 weeks resulted in a significant increase in sleep duration in
previously sedentary, moderately overweight, but otherwise healthy men. However, the change in sleep duration was not significantly different from the change within the sedentary control group. The majority of the subjects decreased their PSQI-score following a moderate or a high daily dose of aerobic exercise for 13 weeks, indicating that aerobic exercise affects subjectively-rated sleep quality in a positive way.

To our knowledge, Shapiro et al. [15] were the first to investigate the longitudinal effects of aerobic exercise on sleep pattern [15]. They observed that 18 weeks of exercise led to a significant increased proportion of slow wave sleep (SWS), which is thought to be the deepest and most restorative part of sleep, and a large proportion of SWS indicates good sleep quality [15,16]. The effect of exercise on sleep architecture has later been investigated in other studies in both patients and non-patient populations [17-19]. As far as we know, our study is the first randomized controlled trial investigating the dose-response effects of daily aerobic exercise on sleep pattern in sedentary, moderately overweight, but otherwise healthy men, measured under free-living conditions. The increase in sleep duration observed after a high daily dose of aerobic exercise is in agreement with the findings of others, conducted in different populations with different methodological approaches [20,21], and is supported by findings in animal studies [22,23]. The increase in sleep duration is thought to be attributable to feelings of fatigue, which may be perceived as tiredness by these subjects. These subjects went from being sedentary and not engaged in any regular exercise to exercising approximately one hour every day. This drastic change in their physical activity level may conceivably have caused a greater need for relaxation and rest. Some traditional theories have been proposed to explain the sleep-promoting effects of exercise, and they include the thermoregulatory, the body restoration and the energy conservation hypotheses [5,16,24]. Longer sleep duration after a high daily dose of exercise should thus be seen as a normal physiological adaptation that allows the body to recover from the workload imposed by exercise.

Our results also suggest an effect of aerobic exercise on sleep quality, which is in accordance with the findings observed in several other longitudinal studies, generally reporting improved sleep quality following exercise programs [18,20,21,25,26]. However, differences in study populations in the different studies limit the ability to compare our results with the results from other studies. Inclusion of women, older adults and patients with sleep complaints or insomnia in other studies might have caused different effects of the exercise interventions. Besides differences in study populations, the combination of exercise and sleep hygiene education in some studies limits the ability to evaluate the relative effects of the different treatments on sleep quality [20,26]. Sleep complaints, sleep fragmentation, short sleep durations and symptoms of insomnia are common phenomena in the elderly and in postmenopausal women [21,27,28]. It is therefore expected that more pronounced effects of exercise on sleep could be observed in older adults and in people with sleep complaints, due to a greater “room for improvement” in these individuals.

The effect of exercise on sleep duration and quality observed in the present study can possibly be attributed to improvements in other parameters than fitness. Improvements in mood and feelings of higher mental and physical energy levels following exercise could conceivably have caused shorter sleep onset latency and less sleep fragmentations, resulting in better and longer sleep. This corresponds well with studies showing that exercise is associated with reductions in anxiety symptoms and decreased levels of depression and stress, which both are thought to be important factors regarding the onset and maintenance of sleep [5,29-31].

Our study population includes relatively young and fairly good sleepers, with a relatively limited room for improvement with regard to sleep efficiency. Sleep efficiency was almost 100% in all three groups before and after the intervention, and thereby suggests a ceiling effect in this sleep parameter. Although sleep efficiency tended to decrease within HIGH (from 97.5 to 95.7%; p=0.05), the value is still very high and does not suggest that sleep efficiency is poor for individuals engaging in high daily doses of aerobic exercise. Future studies should examine the dose-response effect of exercise on sleep efficiency in “at-risk” individuals (e.g. older adults having sleep problems).

There are several limitations associated with the present study. It is generally believed that accelerometry is a valid and reliable tool for sleep assessment in healthy adult populations, but the validity is questioned when sleep becomes more fragmented [32]. Actigraphs are usually worn around the wrist to assess sleep, and around the waist/trunk to assess physical activity [10,33,34], and the validation of the present sleep-scoring algorithm was conducted based on wrist-worn actigraphs [11]. However, good agreements between sleep/wake estimations and evaluations of total sleep duration by wrist and waist actigraphy are reported [10,35-37]. Due to the lack of sleep diaries, we had to rely solely on the researchers’ identification of sleep based on the selected criteria, which probably has caused misscoring of sleep in some cases. However, good agreements between sleep durations calculated based on researcher-estimates of bedtime and time for wake up from actigraphy, and sleep durations based on sleep diaries have recently been reported [10]. Subjects in HIGH could possibly be thought to rest for a longer period close to bedtime due to stronger feelings of fatigue, which potentially caused a more pronounced misscoring of sleep in this group. It is generally recommended that sleep monitoring should be conducted for at least three consecutive days and nights [38-40], and the fact that actigraphy data from some subjects were based on only two nights might have increased the variability of our data.

Reliance on self-reported measures of sleep quality may conceivably have been associated with recall bias. Furthermore, the sleep study was designed ad hoc, after the overall study design was made, and sleep parameters were therefore not included a priori in the study design. Power calculations were thus not conducted based on sleep data, and the relatively small sample size might disguise appearance of true differences between groups or within groups, thereby increasing the risk of type 2 errors. We were also not able to detect potential changes in sleep architecture following the exercise intervention, due to the fact that the actigraph does not provide information about time spent in different sleep stages. Finally, the external generalizability of our findings may be restricted to Caucasian, sedentary, moderately overweight men.

In summary, the present study suggests that a high daily dose of aerobic exercise for 13 weeks increases sleep duration, tends to decrease sleep efficiency, and tends to improve subjective sleep quality in sedentary, moderately overweight men. Future work should determine the dose-response effects of aerobic exercise on sleep parameters in older adults having sleep problems in order to avoid the ceiling effect observed with sleep efficiency.
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